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By the enc of the gnCe. shrdents will have develcped mderstæding of the prcesses cf æi! divisicn æ
they pertain to re9¡oduction.

Voctbulary
bicary fissiorç buddÈrg, cancer, æ11 cyde. ðromæore, DN.A, em'>ryonlc developrcnÇ fe¡tüæËorv
.¿ragmentaiior¡ ganetes, genes, meicis, mitosís, nucleoÌts, sexual ani asoara! ieproducriorç sten cells,
vegetative reprcdutiort zygote
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. relatiorehip betwæn gen6 md proteim

. chanEes tc æll nemb¡ane md nucleus duhg liæ æIt cyde

. Øce¡

. suai aci asexua! reproducton

. type(s) of Rproduction

., adaptability of orgæisru

. z!€oþ íoætion {fe*iliation). stem cells in eË.bryoRic devaopmÈlt

Skílls qtdÂltituåes
use mìmsccpes
apply ti:e elaiÍonship beiwe sd.entr6.c p¡incip:6 f.d tecluology

Ertimå ted Time: 10-25 hoüs

Krr ËrerlENrs: LIFE ScrE¡icE
Thc þlIoøixg *! cl indiatøæ mcy be uvd lo æs¿s sl*d¿nt ethiøwt
þ øCt æspandint præüibed tcmit¡.klæú-c.
Sl'tdøß ølø heæ fully tret the pr*cribc4 lzaøir-g outæmz ae chÞ lo:

explain ü(e cell
dir¿iÈion

3 identÍy :tre ænts.ts oí llte nudeu chromosomes, DNA,
goeç and nudelw

D explah tie sigrriliance of ell divlsioru wíth teferenæ to the
basic æÌaËmhip betwæn gaes and ?roteirs (í.e., genes ode
for p:oteirs)

3 dæoiþ faclos that mav lead !o <hanges ín a cll's geeetic
iníor=aiicr

Ð dsc¡ibe, in æquence. the siages æC fuatu:es of the æll gvde.
inclu.rii¡g mitosis æd cytokinesis

0 desíbe anc¡ as abnoml ell division
Ð disiinguish meiosis Êom Rilosis ¡n tere of outæE€s {i-e..

nui,þr of cF¡omoæmæ md r.mber of daughter æiis)
O distingutsh betç'æn mle ar.d femle gametes

O deøibe ihe pæs by which a sr.gle z¡rgote Íoms
(feif iaticn) æd develops

Ð dess¡Þe md asss lhe impêct of æ or moæ emaging
reproductive technologies (e.9., in vitro, doning)

Û *pÞin the mie of sben ells ln embryonlc dryelopment

asæal :eprodoction (e.g., binary Gssíor¡ budding vegeFative,
fragaentation) in Epre*ntative orgarims

O relaæ serual and ærual reprcduction to adaptabiliFt of
organisru

O distitrguishbetween reproduaion (e.g., æd
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L¿vd ?/
Reuroduction

tsy the end of grade 9, you will have developed an understanding of'how the
processes of cell division relate to reproduction.

I can relate sexual and asexual reproduction to adaptability of
organisms,

I can list the similarities and differences between sexual
reproduction and asexual reproduction.

I can describe different wavs organisms asexually reproduce"
I can list different ways organisms asexually reproduce,

Compare sexual and asexual reproduction in terms of
advantages and disadvantages

I can describe the process bywhich a single zygote forms
(fertilization),
I can describe the process by which azygote develops.

I can distineuish between male and female sametes.

Relate the processes of cell division and emerging
reproductive technologies to embryonic development

I can distinguish mitosis from meÍosis in terms of outcomes (#
of chromosomes and # of daughter cells)

I can describe cancer as abnormal cell division

I can describe, in sequence, the stages and features ofthe cell
cycle including mitosis & cytokinesis.

I can describe factors that may lead to changes in a cell's
genetic information.

I can explain how genes are related to proteins.
I can explain why the duplication and separation of genes is a
key part of cell division.

I can identifi/ the contents of the nucleus including. Chromosomes. DNA. Genes. Nucleolus

ExplaÍn the process of cell division

Learning Goals

I can explain the role of stem cells in embryonic development.

I can describe an emerging reproductive technology.
I can assess the impact of an emerging
reproductive technology.
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Unit Goal: to understand how cell division relates to reproduction

Know

I can identify the contents of the nucleus, (be able to draw?)
I can descrÍbe the contents of the nucleus.

(vocab: chromosomes, DNA, Genes, Nucleolus)

I can list the stages ofthe cell cycle.
I can describe the stages ofthe cell cycle.

I can list factors that may lead to a change in a cell's genetic information.
I can describe factors that may lead to a change in a cell's genetÍc information.

I can compare and contrast mitosis and meiosis.
[in terms of outcome & purpose for various organisms)

I can define the terms: gametq zygote, and embryo
I can distinguish between male & female gametes,

I can describe an emerging reproductive technology

I can list different ways that organisms can reproduce ASEXUALLY.
I can describe different ways that organisms can reproduce ASEXUALLY.

I can compare & contrast SEXUAL and ASEXUAL reproduction,

Do

I can explain how genes are related to proteins.
I can describe how genes control the activity of a cell

I can explain how changes to a cell's DNA can affect the function of a cell.
I can explain how cancer is a form of abnormal cell division.

I can explain why the duplication and separation of genes is a key part of cell
division,

I can describe how a single zygote forms. (vocab: fertilizatíon)
I can describe how azygote develops. (vocab: embryonic development)
I can describe the role of stem cells in embryonic development.

I can assess the impact/significance/issue s of an emerging reproductive technology
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ìrstand That DOI rNowl I

I can explain how genes are related to proteins.
I can describe how genes control the activity of

I can explain how changes to a cell's DNA can
affectthe function of a cell.

can explain holv cancer is a form of abnormal

can e:çlain whythe duplication and
ofgenes is a key part ofcell division.

I can describe how a single zygote forms.

cell.

cell division.

how a zygote develops. (vocab:

can describe the role of stem cells in
embryonic developmenL

I can assess the impact/sigaificance/issues of
an emerging reproductive technology.

can describe the advantages & disadvantages
ofboth sexual & asexual reproduction.

can
embryonic development)

I can identify the contents of tìe nucleus.
þe able to draw?J
I can describe the contents of t]re nuc

[vocab: chromosomes, DNA, Genes,
Nucleolus)

I can list the stages of the cell rycle.
I can describe the stages ofthe cell cycle.

I can list factors that may lead to a change in a
ceìl's genetic information.
I can describe factors that maylead to a
a ceil's genetic information.

I can compare and conüast mitosis and
(in terms of outcome & purpose
various organismsJ

I can define the terms:gemete, zygotq and embryo
f can distinguish between male & female

I can describe an emerging reproductive
technolory.

I can list different ways that
reproduce ASEXUALLY.
I can describe different ways that

I can compare & contrast SEXUAL and ASEXUAL
reproduction
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reproduce ASEXUALLY.

Cell division by Mitosis is a
part of growth and

repair for any multi-cellular

organism needs a
of Dliå

specialized kind of
division is needed for

reproduce are much more
adaptable to changes in

technologr has changed
the way humans reproduce [not
sure how to write this - it's late
and I'm tiredgJ

organlsm

Every cell in a

uclion.

that sexually
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MY	  QUESTIONS	  

Is Sex Necessary Science 9 
Mr. Martens 

 http://martensclass.wordpress.com • jmartens@vsb.bc.ca 

Our Inquiry into IS SEX NECESARY will help us better 
understand that: 

• Cell division by Mitosis is a normal part of growth &
repair for any multi-cellular organism.

• The activity of a cell is controlled by its ???
• Cells need complete sets of chromosomes to function.
• A specialized kind of cell division is needed to produce

the sex cells needed for sexual reproduction.
• Organisms the reproduce sexually are much more

adaptable to changes in their environment.
• Modern technology has increased the ways in which

humans can reproduce.

Key Words 
• Nucleus
• DNA
• Gene
• Chromosome
• Mitosis
• Meiosis

Reproduction	  

What’s Coming Next 
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KNOW
B D A Learning Goal 

I can identify, list & describe the contents of the nucleus. 

I can list & describe the stages of the cell cycle. 

I can list & describe factors that may lead to a change in a cell’s genetic 
information. 

I can compare & contrast MITOSIS & MEIOSIS, in terms of outcome & purpose 
for various organisms. 

I can define the terms: gamete, zygote, and embryo. 

I can distinguish between male & female gametes (for humans) 

I can describe a reproductive technology. 

I can list & describe several ways by which organisms reproduce ASEXUALLY 

I can compare & contrast ASEXUAL & SEXUAL reproduction. 

DO
B D A I can… 

Explain how genes are related to proteins. 
Explain how genes control the activity of a cell. 

Explain how changes to a cell’s DNA can affect the functioning of a cell. 
Explain how cancer is a form of abnormal cell division. 

Explain why the duplication and separation is a key part of cell division. 

Describe how a single zygote forms. (fertilization) 

Describe how a zygote develops. (embryonic development) 

Describe the role of stem cells in embryonic development. 

Assess the significance of an emerging reproductive technology. 




